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Abstract: The effects of particle dampers attached on a classical column under dynamical loadings are investigated. A 

number of tests were performed to evaluate the ability of particle dampers to control the vibration of a small scale multi-

drum column under a swept-frequency sinusoidal signal. The particle damper can reduce considerably the response of the 

column to sinusoidal excitation when the size of the container, the mass ratio, the particle size and the placement of the 

damper are properly selected. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the last decades, countries have made an effort to re-
store and protect their historical heritage from natural haz-
ards [1-4]. Restoration and preservation of historical struc-
tures and monuments is a challenging task. Interventions 
used to restore damaged historical structures must respect 
their architectural features and be reversible according to 
Charter of Venice [5]. Common restoration techniques re-
place damaged parts and increase the seismic safety of struc-
tures but usually alter their architectural features. 

Passive control and health monitoring systems have been 
used for many years to control the vibration of structures 
under dynamic excitations [6, 7]. Their successful use has 
been attributed to their simplicity, low cost and zero for 
power requirements. Dampers and base isolation systems 
have been used successfully to increase the strength and 
seismic safety of historical structures.  

Particle dampers are passive control systems that have 
been used for many years to reduce the motion of machine 
tools, turbine blades, flexible structures, etc. [8-25]. They 
consist of particles that can move freely inside a container 
colliding with its walls. After the collisions the particles re-
verse direction while the primary system decelerates. The 
reduction of motion of the system occurs due to the ex-
change of the particles’ momentum with the primary system 
when they hit the walls of the container and the energy dissi-
pation during the collisions. Particle dampers are highly non-
linear devices with several system parameters influencing 
their behavior. The main system parameters that influence 
the damper’s performance include the mass ratio (mass of 
particles with respect to mass of the column), size of hollow 
part of damper, particles’ size and amplitude of excitation  
[8-10]. 

Particle dampers can also be applied to monuments to in-
crease their seismic safety. Many ancient temples consist of  
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multi-drum columns that have been restored by adding new 
material when their drums were damaged or missing. These 
damaged or missing drums can be replaced with particle 
dampers. The dampers will look outside like the rest of the 
drums but inside will be hollow containing particles.  

Several researchers have investigated the response of an-
cient monuments under dynamic loads considering multi-
drum columns either in the form of rigid blocks or by exam-
ining the seismic response of marble column models [26-39]. 
The dynamic response of multi-drum columns is influenced 
by small perturbations of the base excitation and various 
system parameters. The highly nonlinear behavior of the 
column and damper makes the theoretical study quite chal-
lenging. Experimental investigation seems more appropriate 
for these complex problems. 

This paper investigates experimentally the performance 
of particle dampers added to classical columns under sinu-
soidal excitation. The parameters that influence the response 
of the structure are examined using a small scale model.  

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

A small marble column model of 651 mm height consist-
ing of seven drums of 120 mm diameter and 93 mm height 
was used for the experimental investigation (Fig. 1). The 
drums were not connected to each other resembling ancient 
columns that have lost their wooden connection parts due to 
environmental causes. The column was placed on a 140 mm 
x 140 mm x 20 mm marble plate which was glued to a steel 
plate. The whole arrangement was attached to a 3 m x 5 m 
shake table. A safety structure was built around the column 
(Fig. 1). The column was excited in one direction and its 
motion was measured by accelerometers that were attached 
on the drums. The accelerometers were measuring the verti-
cal and out of plane motion as well. A built in accelerometer 
was measuring the acceleration of the shake table. 

Two different size particle dampers were used. The di-
ameter of the hollow part of these dampers was 9 cm and 8 
cm respectively. Steel spherical particles of 20, 30 and 50 
mm diameter were used (Fig. 2).  
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Fig. (1). Column-model used for the experimental investigation. 

 

 

Fig. (2). Particle damper containing spherical particles. 

 
The main natural frequencies of the column were ex-

pected to be below 5 Hz thus the excitation used as an input 
was a sine-sweep signal containing frequencies from 1-7 Hz 
(Fig. 3). This signal could invoke the main natural frequen-
cies of the column giving large motion of the drums. 

RESPONSE OF COLUMN UNDER SINUSOIDAL EX-
CITATION 

Response of Column without Damper 

The column (without damper) was excited with a swept-
frequency sinusoidal signal containing frequencies from 1-7 
Hz and its response was measured. Rocking, sliding and ro-

tation of the drums were observed. The highest motion oc-
curred in the direction of the excitation but some out of plane 
motion was also observed. The results will be presented for 
the top drum of the column where the motion was the high-
est. The response of the other drums was similar but smaller.  

After a few experiments it was observed that the response 
of the column was not the same under the same excitation. 
Small imperfections of the set-up could invoke different 
response under the same initial conditions. To ensure the 
robusteness of the results, experiments under the same 
conditions were repeated several times. If two consecutive 
experiments under the same initial conditions gave similar 
response, the experiment was not repeated for a third time.  

The frequency response of the absolute acceleration of 
the top drum of the column is presented in Fig. (4) for the 
highest response obtained in the repeated experiments. The 
main natural frequencies of the column were 1.05, 1.50, 
2.10, 2.50, 2.80, 3.0, 3.50, 3.99, 4.20 and 4.5 Hz.  

The displacement of the drums was obtained with double 
integration of the acceleration and removal of the trend. The 
root mean square of the response dispalcement was 
calculated with respect to the root mean square (rms) of the 
dispalcement of the base. Since the experiments were 
repeated several times, the average response was calculated. 
The average rms of the response displacement with respect 
to the base (average rms response) of the top drum in the 
direction of the motion was 3.75 and the standard deviation 
1.02. The highest response obtained from these experiments 
without the damper was 6.21. Fig. (5) presents the 
displacement of the top drum in the direction of motion 
(light line) for the experiment with the highest response. 

Response of Column with Damper 

The location of the damper is one of the important 
parameters of its efficiensy. Two positions were considered: 
the damper replaced the fifth drum and the damper replaced 
the top drum. The higher motion of the top drums will 
increase the momentum of the particles a necessary 
condition for the effectiveness of the particle damper. 

Initially the larger damper (9 cm diameter) replaced the 
fifth drum. Eight particles of 20 mm diameter were placed 
inside the container. The mass of the particles with respect to 
the mass of the column (mass ratio) was 1.33%. As the 
column was moving the particles hit the walls of the 
container exchanging momentum with the column (primary 
system) and dissipating energy.  

The frequency response of the absolute acceleration of 
the top drum of the column is presented in Fig. (4). The 
amplitude for the low frequencies is smaller than without the 
damper. For some of the high frequencies the amplitude 
increases but these frequencies have a small contribution to 
displacement of the drums. The response displacement was 
the same for the first second since the particles needed time 
to reach the walls of the container and exchange momentum 
with the primary system (Fig. 5). Then the amplitude was 
reduced considerably and in some cycles more than 50%. In 
addition, the motion of the column with the damper at the 
end died faster. The average rms response of all experiments 
performed with the same conditions was 2.95 with standard 
deviation 0.80.  
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Fig. (3). Sinusoidal sweep signal containing frequencies in the range of 1-7 Hz: (a) time history; (b) frequency spectrum. 

 

 

Fig. (4). Frequency response of the absolute acceleration of the top 

drum of the column without and with the damper with the larger 

diameter replacing the fifth drum containing eight particles of 20 mm 

diameter. 

 

Fig. (5). Response displacement of top drum without and with 

damper (highest response) without and with the damper with the 

larger diameter replacing the fifth drum containing eight particles of 

20 mm diameter. 

 

In the next set of experiments the 20-mm diameter 

particles were replaced by three particles of 30 mm diameter 

corresponding to mass ratio of 1.67%. The average rms 

response was 4.37 with standard deviation of 0.11. Even 

though the average response ratio was higher than the 

average response ratio of the previous experiments 

performed, the highest response was considerably smaller 

(rms displacement ratio 4.44) than the highest response 

occurred without damper (rms displacement ratio 6.21) 

corresponding to a 28% reduction. Then, one particle of 50 

mm diameter (mass ratio of 2.6%) replaced the three 

particles of 30 mm diameter. The average rms response was 

3.75 with standard deviation of 0.35. The highest response 

was considerably smaller (rms dispalcement ratio 4.0) than 

the highest response occurred without damper (rms 
dispalcement ratio 6.21) corresponding to a 36% reduction. 

The effect of the damper size was investigated by 
replacing the large damper with a smaller size one (medium 
damper with inner diameter = 8 cm) and repeating the 
experiments under the same excitation. Initially, the eight 
particles were placed inside the damper. The average rms 
response was 3.88 with standard deviation of 0.17. The 
highest response was considerably smaller (rms 
displacement ratio 4.0) than the highest response without a 
damper (rms dispalcement ratio 6.21) corresponding to a 
36% reduction. Similar results were obtained with the use of 
other size particles. The average rms response with the three 
particles of the 30 mm diameter was 3.66 with standard 
deviation 0.35 and the average rms response with the one 
particle of the 50 mm diameter was 3.54 with standard 
deviation 0.27.  
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For the eight particles the response was better with the 
large damper since the particles had enough space to move to 
hit the walls of the container exchanging momentum with 
the primary system. For the rest of the cases the size of the 
damper did not influence considerably the response of the 
column. Sixteen and thirty two of 20-mm diameter particles 
were also used but the column’s response was not influenced 
by the existence of the damper.  

(Fig. (6)) presents the rms displacement ratio of all the 
experiments performed under different initial conditions. 
When the response of the column obtained from two 
consecutive experiments under the same initial conditions 
(excitation, placement of damper, number and size of 
particles) was similar, no more experiments for this case 
were performed in order to avoid further material 
degradation. The damper influences the response of the 
column. The response is more stable, with less variation 
from one experiment to the next under the same excitation 
when the damper is added. The large damper is more 
effective when the smaller size particles are used since the 
extra space increases the momentum exchange with the 
primary system but the response was more variable from 
experiment to experiment. The smaller size damper would 
give stability and predictability of the results without being 
so much influenced from the mass ratio or size of particles. 

The damper was placed on the top drum and similar ex-
periments were performed. The response was quite variable 
and in some cases the damper would slide excessively reduc-
ing its effectiveness. The small weight of the damper and the 
non existence of other drums on the top of the damper re-
duced the necessary friction needed to avoid the extra slid-
ing. Conclusively, the replacement of the top drum with a 
damper was not effective in reducing the response of the rest 
of the drums under sinusoidal excitation.  

The particle damper can be effective when it is properly 
designed. It should be placed above the mid-height but be-
low the top and the mass ratio must be greater or equal to 1% 
to get the highest efficiency. The particles need enough 
space to move to be able to exchange momentum with the 
primary system. The area the particles occupy with respect to 
the area of the hollow part must be between 30-50% in order 
to have satisfactory results.  

Even though the specimen used was a small scale model 
of a real column, our experiments still provide useful insight 
about the influence of particle dampers on the dynamic be-
havior of multi-drum columns. The damper reduced the sen-
sitivity of the column’s dynamic response to small variation 
of the system parameters and also the column’s motion. Pre-
liminary tests with a 3 m model gave similar results. Since 
the connection of columns with architraves stabilizes the 
behavior of the individual columns [28] it seems reasonable 
to conclude that the particle damper will influence positively 
the response of a series of columns.  

Overall, the dynamic response of classical columns can 
be reduced with the use of particle dampers reaching levels 
more than 30%. The damage of the drums caused by the 
pounding of one with the other during their rocking action 
will be reduced since the overall motion will be reduced.  

CONCLUSION 

Restoration and preservation of historic structures and 
monuments is an important issue that many countries with 
historical heritage face. Common restoration techniques usu-
ally are either difficult to implement or alter considerably the 
historical features of the structure. Particle dampers have 
been used for many years to reduce the motion of mechani-
cal and small structural systems. The effectiveness of parti-
cle dampers in reducing the response of classical columns 

 

Fig. (6). Root mean square of the response displacement using different size dampers and particles. 
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considering a small column-model under a sweep sinusoidal 
signal was investigated. A particle damper made of marble 
resembling the rest of the drums but being hollow containing 
particles replaced one of the top drums. The influence of 
different system parameters on the effectiveness of the 
damper, including mass ratio, particle and damper size were 
also considered. It was found that the motion of the column 
can be considerably reduced by replacing the fifth drum with 
a particle damper. The replacement of the top drum with a 
damper was not effective in reducing the response of the 
column under sinusoidal excitation thus this position is not 
recommended. The large size damper was more effective in 
reducing the response of the column when the smaller size 
particles (20 mm diameter) were used. The smaller size 
damper gave stability and less variation of the response but 
higher amplitude for the smaller size particles. In addition, 
congestion of the smaller particles reduced the efficiency of 
the damper since the particles need space to move to obtain 
enough momentum. A small number of particles correspond-
ing to mass ratio 1-2% can be sufficient to reduce the motion 
of a classical column by more than 30% as long as there is 
sufficient space for the particles to move. 
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